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BOMBER COMMAND CONTINUES ANOTHER CHAPTER OF HEROIC ENDEAVOUR

BOMBERS IN THE MAKING

Nobody will forget "Bomber Command." the epic account cf the exploits of

our airmen in the initial stages of the war against the enemy.

"Bomber Command Continues" issued for the Air Ministry by the Ministry
of Information and published by H.M. Stationery Office at 7d not or 20/- for

40 copies, carries on this story of the rising offensive against Germany from

July 1941 - June 1942. It shows how tremendously has increased the range,

weight and concentration of the attack and the author of "Bomber Command"

continues in this volume to analyse the material and moral of feed of cur raids.

We arc also taken behind the scenes in the work-shops and assembly plants
to witness the birth and making of cur latest and largest types of bombers.

Wec can follow the Stirling, for example, which weighs more than 30 tons
and contains more than 60,000 separate parts, through all its stages of

production and it is a testimony to the efficiency of the work that Stirlings
have been in action within forty-eight hours of leaving the works and on one

occasion one of then was over a target in Germany only twelve hours from the

moment it touched down after its test flight.

The Green Light

Here is a peep inside one of the factories in which these giants are in

the making, A tall girl in a green overall writing in chalk on the

side of a half-finished fuselage; an old woman, who lost her teeth in the year

the Prime Minister escaped from the Boers, leading a girl of seventeen to

first day ! s work in the wing Shop - she had Been in the mineral water trade -

"From ginger beer to Wellingtons," as the old woman said; the vapour rising
from the anodising tanks in which lie strips of metal seemingly distorted by

the movement of the chemical; the back via; of two men thrusting into the

hollow of a wing self-scaling tanks that look like an enlarged edition of those

smart suitcases in purple linen covers that used to be seen in the corridors

of the Golden Arrow; the shape of a huge wing swaying from the ends of half-

seen chains and dripping tentacles of insulated wire and silvered cable; two

small feet at the end of trousered legs swinging from the bottom of a half-

finished fuselage; an ex-mannequin wearing her overalls with an air, holding

a stuttering riveting tool to a burnished sheet of thin metal; an empty

surgery with bottles on a shelf and rolls of bandages beneath them; a, barber

with splendid moustaches at work with his scissors in his haircutting booth at

the end of the Assembly Line; the test pilot waiting by the finished aircraft

for the last workman to climb out of it - the work goes on.

Inside above the main entrance of more than one factory, is a large sign

with the words "Target for the Month" written along the top of two pictures of

Adolf Hitler, In one he is laughing and satisfied. That is when the red light

shines to give warning that production is below the mark shown on the

illuminated scale below. In the other he is morose and cast down, when the

green light shows that production is above schedule.

It is the aim of all to keep the green light burning.
/The Men
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The Menon the Ground

"Bomber Command Continues" contains a happy tribute to the men on the
ground and a good example of their work is shorn in the attack on Cologne by over

1,000 aircraft.

This attack was the culmination of months of training, weeks of planning
and days of organisation, Without the expert and unremitting toil of the

electricians, fitters, riggers and armourers and the repair and maintenance

parties provided by the firms which build the aircraft, no bomber would bo able

to take the air.

Colleagues in and out of uniform are a happy band of experts. All work if

necessary a seven day week and the hours of each day’s labour are determined, not

by any set rules but by the amount of work to be done.

A language of Their Own

Each man in each ground crew regards his own particular "kite" with the

esteem - it is almost possible to say the affection - which the groom has for his

horse•

They seen a-singularly happy band of men, perhaps because in an age of

mechanism it is their good fortune to have to do with mechanical things. Their

mouths are full of a language of their own in which expressive slang and the

Greek and Latin hybrids used by modern engineers mix and mingle. The mid-under

turret is the "Dustbin"; the pilot’s cabin is the "Greenhouse"; while the Astro

Dome, from which observations of the heavenly bodies are made, is known as the

"Observatory"; the 4,000-lb, bomb in the racks beneath is called "the Big Noise";
the workers, who deal with the instruments, are known as "Clock Bashers"; an

airman in charge of a gang as the "King Pin", A recruit is a "sprog", a W.A.A.F.

officer a "ladybird".

It was upon men such as these that was placed the burden of preparing the

aircraft used in the undertaking against Cologne.

The Hammer Grows

The booklet sets out a formidable catalogue of further attacks made cn and

damage done to Germany.

It is not an exhaustive list, nor is it final, little by little Bomber

Command has been building up its strength. Hampered by the weather it stuck to

its task throughout last autumn and winter* Since the beginning of the war it has

been a hammer in the hands of this country, which is using it to baiter the walls of

Germany. Slowly that hammer has grown in size and weight. On the night of 30/31
May, 1942, it was swung with deadly effect. On that night 1,043 aircraft of Bomber

Command attacked Cologne for an hour and a half. So large a force had never yet

been used by any country in a single attack.

The full stories of that raid and the remarkable attack on Augsburg are told

here. Adventurous Journeys home in aircraft almost shot to pieces abound and there

are photographs of the scars they left behind then.

Help for Russia

Within a few hours of the German attack on Russia, the prime Minister promised

our fullest support and Bomber Command has had a large share in the fulfilment of

that pledge. Bombers have been supplied, means of communication with the East

battered, a million men pinned to the ground in Western Germany for defence, fighters

kept at coastal aerodromes and a large army of A.R.P. personnel fully employed

far away from the Russian front.

/Blow
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Blow After Blow

Bomber Command is engaged-on a great and sustained offensive. The attack

has passed and rail continue to pass through periods of varying; but steadily

mounting intensity.

Between 11th May, 1940, and 31st May, 1942, of the principal targets in the

Ruhr, Essen has been attacked 89 times, Duisburg 93, and Dortmund 33. Of the main

German cities outside-that great industrial area. Bomber Command has been to Cologne

144 times, to Mannheim 68, to Hanover 64 and to Magdeburg 26. The four German

ports most directly concerned with the Battle of the Atlantic arce Bremen, Wilhelmshaven,

Kiel and Emden, while Hamburg, the second city in Germany, is a base not only for

that battle but also for the Russian front. Targets in the first of these cities

have been attacked 110 times, in the second 88, in the third 82, and in the fourth

82. Hamburp has been attacked 115 times.

All British Built

All this Bomber Command has accomplished with aircraft designed and built in

Great Britain, with the exception of the Flying Fortresses, which operated for a

short time in the summer of 1941, no aircraft other than British-built’ has as yet
bombed targets in Germany, though American Bostons have been engaged against targets
in occupied countries since March 1942. It was British Aircraft - Wellingtons,

Hampdens, Whitleys, Stirlings, Halifaxes, Manchesters and Lancasters - which bombed

Cologne, the Ruhr and Bremen’a thousand Strong* If so much can-be achieved by a

force, armed with British aircraft manned nearly all of them by British and Empire •

crews, it is surely possible to hope great things when the Air Force of America

begins to fly side by side with them towards the same targets.

Enemy beginning to be Doubtful

This is an interim report. The deeds, of which it is a summary record, began
before the period of time it covers, and will doubtless continue long: after it has

appeared in print. Those who are performing; them, the pilots and crews of• Bomber

Command. engage upon their stern duty with a resolution as stern. They have much

to face and to endure. The enemy is not defeated - yet. Ho is certainly no longer
exultant, It may be that he is beginning to feel doubtful what the end will be.

His moods, however, do not matter to them. They live their secluded, their

dangerous, their consecrated lives for one purpose - his utter discomfiture. One bf“

them, back from’Stettin on the far Baltic, once ordered Ids gunners to fire a

salute to.the English dawn as it came up out of the sea. That was a symbol of Victory.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION

NOTE TO ART EDITORS

photographs in "Bomber Command Continues" arE available as follows:

Crown copyright pictures may be reproduced without payment on condition that "Bomber

Command Continues" is mentioned- For agency pictures, the usual copyright fee is

payable.

Subject Ntn Copyright Available

belongs to: from.

The Giant takes Shape D.7118 Crown P.N.A,

The Giant Takes Wings 1390.C planet News planet News

The Attack on the Sea-Bases C.2228 Crown Bippa

"G neisenau" at Gdynia C.2659 Crown Bippa

Raid on the Luftwaffe 0.2724 Crown P.N.A,

Bostons over Le Havre (Above ) 0.2386 Crown P.N.A.

Bostons over Le Havre (Below) 0.2350 Crown P.N.A.

Lubeck,Port for Russia C.2725 Crown P.N.A.

The offensive Grows. 0.2272 Crown P.N.A.

The Hammer strikers Cologne C.2565 Crown Bippa

(Both pictures)
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